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Two-photon double ionization of helium: Evolution of the joint angular distribution with photon
energy and two-electron energy sharing
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Ab initio calculations of two-photon double ionization of helium with photon energies varying from the
nonsequential regime to well above the double-ionization threshold are presented. A systematic study of the
joint angular distributions of the two ionized electrons at different energy sharing shows that the role of electron
correlations is imprinted in the joint angular distribution. In particular, a rather general pattern is identified in the
nonsequential regime that is independent of photon energy, pulse length, and energy sharing between the two
electrons. Interestingly, the same distribution pattern is found for the equal-energy-sharing case, even when the
photon energy is well above the double-ionization threshold. In the case of an extremely uneven energy sharing,
the distribution pattern changes drastically as the photon energy is increased. In particular, when the photon
energy is greater than the second-ionization threshold, the dominant emission mode of the two electrons switches
gradually from “back to back” to “side by side.” Finally, the joint angular distribution is found to provide clear
evidence of the role of electron correlations in the initial state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.84.043409

PACS number(s): 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Wr

I. INTRODUCTION

Continued advances in laser technologies have enabled
scientists to probe and even control the fundamental dynamics
of electron correlations. As the simplest and most fundamental
two-electron system, helium provides an ideal venue for
exploring electron correlation dynamics. In the early 1990s,
experiments provided evidence of nonsequential double ionization (NSDI) of helium by simultaneous absorption of many
photons from intense laser fields [1,2]. Electron correlations
play a necessary and unique role in NSDI, which cannot
be explained within an independent electron model. Later,
more detailed experimental measurements gave the differential
momentum distributions of the two ionized electrons [3–5].
These experiments found pronounced signatures of correlated
electron motion that disappear for high laser intensities
[3]. Under high resolution, these signatures were found to
include “fingerlike” [4] or “V-shaped” [5] structures. The joint
momentum distributions were also shown to be sensitive to
the carrier envelope phase (CEP) of a few-cycle laser pulse
[6,7]. More recent experiments on double ionization of atoms
using femtosecond laser pulses continue to reveal interesting
phenomena, such as the anticorrelation of the two-electron
momenta [8,9].
In recent years, the rapid development of free-electron laser
(FEL) technologies has enabled some important FEL facilities
to provide ultrashort xuv pulses at rather high intensities
(>1014 W/cm2 ) [10–12]. Simultaneously, attosecond light
sources using high-order harmonic generation have produced
even shorter pulses at a number of different photon energies,
including even single-cycle attosecond pulses [13,14]. Owing
to the increasing availability of attosecond pulses and the
promise of near-future increases in their intensities as well
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as the near-future promise of even subfemtosecond FEL light
pulses, it is now becoming feasible to study electron correlation
dynamics on its natural time scale [15,16]. Moreover, using
the ultrashort pulses of these xuv laser sources, truly direct
multiple excitation or ionization of several electrons bound
in atoms or molecules becomes possible [17]. This contrasts
with the case of intense femtosecond lasers, in which multiple
ionization or excitation is achieved through the recollision
mechanism [1,18].
A typical few-photon process involving atoms and
molecules in xuv fields is two-photon double ionization (TPDI)
of helium, which has attracted considerable attention. Indeed,
it has become a subfield of its own, with many theoretical
investigations [15,16,19–49] and several experimental studies
[50–53]. In the long-pulse-duration limit, TPDI of helium can
be classified into two types: “sequential” and “nonsequential.”
In the former, which is dominant when the photon energy
is larger than the second-ionization threshold (54.4 eV), the
two electrons each absorb a single photon independently and
are ionized sequentially. In this case, double ionization need
not involve electron correlation. However, when the photon
energy is smaller than the second-ionization threshold energy
but larger than half the double-ionization threshold energy
(39.5 eV), double ionization can only proceed by means
of electron correlation. Despite many different theoretical
investigations, a number of challenges remain to be resolved.
For example, results for even the total cross section for
two-photon double ionization in the nonsequential regime
have not yet achieved complete agreement with each other
(cf. Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref. [47]). In particular, when the photon
energy approaches 54.4 eV, the differences become larger.
These facts imply that the full-dimensional computation of
TPDI of He is indeed a very challenging and demanding task.
At the same time, due to the difficulties and uncertainties of
the very few experimental measurements, the measured data
cannot determine which are the better calculations.
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Most previous studies have focused on calculating the total
cross section for TPDI in the nonsequential regime and on
laser-pulse-duration effects. However, increasingly, investigations of TPDI treat various kinds of angular distributions. By
far the majority of these latter studies fix the emission direction
(angle) of one electron and present the relative angular
distribution of the other electron [16,27,30,36,38,39,43,47].
Others present polar plots of the angular distribution of one
electron resulting from integration of the triply differential
cross section (TDCS) over all emission angles of the other
electron [29,41,49]. Still others present nuclear recoil angular
distributions [40,45,47]. As far as we know, the TDCS as
a function of the emission angles of both ionized electrons
[which we call here the joint angular distribution (JAD)] still
needs to be thoroughly investigated. The behavior of this JAD
as a function of the photon energy and the energy sharing
between the two ionized electrons is the subject of this work.
A number of features of the TDCS for the TPDI process
have been learned. The consensus is that the two ionized
electrons are highly correlated, and that they prefer being
ejected back to back. When the photon energy approaches
39.5 eV, the energy spectrum of the electrons is quite flat,
indicating that both equal and very unequal energy sharing
have comparable probability. For photon energies approaching
54.4 eV, the total cross section increases sharply, and the
two electrons tend to share the excess energy unequally.
When the photon energy is larger than 54.4 eV, uncorrelated
sequential ionization dominates. However, the existence of
an “anomalous component” at equal energy sharing has
been found [25,28,29], which suggests that correlation effects
cannot be completely neglected. Moreover, according to the
perturbative model of Ref. [41], a deviation from the dipole
angular distribution of one electron (when the TDCS is
integrated over all emission angles of the other electron) is
found, not only at equal energy sharing but also for highly
unequal energy sharing.
Nevertheless, a number of features of the TPDI process are
still not completely understood. These include the dependence
of electron correlation effects on the energy sharing, especially
in the case of extreme energy sharing. Also, a detailed
comparison of correlation effects in the sequential regime
with those in the nonsequential regime is still needed, both to
deepen our understanding of the origin of various correlation
mechanisms and to understand their characteristic time scales.
In this work, by accurately solving the full-dimensional,
two-electron time-dependent Schrödinger equation, we investigate theoretically the TPDI process in both the nonsequential
and the sequential regime. In particular, we analyze the JAD
of the two ionized electrons for different energy sharing and
different photon energies. Our motivation is to identify the role
of electron correlation effects in the three different ionization
stages [46]; that is, the exchange of energy between the two
electrons in the initial, intermediate, and final states. The
initial and final states refer to times before and after the
interaction with the laser pulse. The intermediate state refers
to the energy exchange between the electrons (owing to the
Coulomb interaction) during their interaction with the laser
pulse [54]. In order to discover whether electron correlations
play a role in the sequential ionization region, we have carried
out a detailed study of the JAD for TPDI for photon energies

larger than the second-ionization threshold and for different
electron energy sharing. By comparing these results with those
for the nonsequential double-ionization regime, we find that
electron correlations in the intermediate state are important
for the equal-energy-sharing case, regardless of the photon
energy. On the contrary, in the case of extremely unequal
energy sharing, electron correlations in the final state are found
to become dominant as the photon energy increases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we briefly describe our theoretical methods for the numerical
solution of the full-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (TDSE) for the two electrons of a He atom interacting
with a laser field. In Sec. III, we first present comparisons of
our results with those in some previous works in order to
demonstrate the accuracy of our numerical methods. We then
present a detailed analysis of the JADs of the two ionized
electrons for different photon energies and different energysharing apportionments. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Sec. IV. Unless otherwise stated, atomic units (a.u.) are used
throughout this work.
II. THEORETICAL METHODS

In this section we present a brief account of our theoretical methods for treating the process of two-photon double
ionization of helium. Our main approach is to numerically
solve the corresponding TDSE of the two-electron system
interacting with a short laser pulse. After the end of the
laser pulse, the final-state wave function is further propagated
freely for a sufficiently long time into the asymptotic region.
The differential and total-ionization cross sections are then
extracted by projecting the wave function onto the product of
two Coulomb waves with Z = 2. We note that this method for
extracting cross sections from the numerical wave functions
in the asymptotic region is quite accurate and reliable, as has
been shown in the detailed analyses and careful numerical
verifications presented in Refs. [38,55].
A. The close-coupling scheme

We employ spherical coordinates so as to use the usual
close-coupling scheme to treat the angular coordinates analytically. The TDSE of helium in a linearly polarized laser field
is given by
i

∂
(r1 ,r2 ,t) = H (t)(r1 ,r2 ,t),
∂t

(1)

where the Hamiltonian operator, in the dipole approximation
(length gauge), can be written as
H (r1 ,r2 ,t) =

p2
2
p21
2
1
+ 2− − +
2
2
r1
r2
|r1 − r2 |
+ (r1 + r2 ) · E(t),

(2)

where E(t) is the electric field of the laser pulse.
In the close-coupling scheme, the two-electron wave function (r1 ,r2 ,t) is expanded in coupled spherical harmonics,
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(r1 ,r2 ,t) =


L,M,l1 ,l2

RlL,M
(r1 ,r2 ,t)
1 ,l2
r1 r2

YlL,M
( r̂1 , r̂2 ),
1 ,l2

(3)
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in which
YlL,M
(r̂1 ,r̂2 )
1 ,l2
=



l1 m1 l2 m2 |l1 l2 LMYl1 ,m1 ( r̂1 )Yl2 ,m2 ( r̂2 ),

(4)

m1 ,m2

where l1 m1 l2 m2 |l1 l2 LM is the usual Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient.
In this work, the laser pulse is assumed to be linearly
polarized and the two electrons are assumed to be initially
in their ground state. Therefore, the total magnetic quantum
number M in Eq. (3) is conserved and equal to zero.
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1), one obtains the following
set of coupled differential equations:
∂ RlL1 ,l2 (r1 ,r2 ,t)
i
∂t
r1 r2

RlL ,l  (r1 ,r2 ,t)

 

1 2
=
l1 ,l2 ,L,0|H |l1 ,l2 ,L ,0
.
r1 r2
  

(5)

L ,l1 ,l2

Owing to the fact that the two electrons are initially in a singlet
spin state (and since we employ LS coupling), (r1 ,r2 ,t) =
(r2 ,r1 ,t). The radial part of the wave function must thus
satisfy the following relation:
RlL1 ,l2 (r1 ,r2 ,t) = (−1)l1 +l2 −L RlL2 ,l1 (r2 ,r1 ,t).

(6)

In practical computations, one thus includes only those partial
waves having an even integer value for l1 + l2 − L, which
greatly reduces the total number of partial waves. In addition,
this symmetry allows one to restrict the computations to
only the upper triangle of RlL1 ,l2 (r1 ,r2 ,t) with r1  r2 . Taking
advantage of these symmetries, one can greatly reduce the
storage and computation times.
B. Discretization of radial coordinates and choice
of time propagator

For the discretization of the radial wave function
RlL1 ,l2 (r1 ,r2 ,t), we employ the finite element discrete variable
representation (FE-DVR), which has been successfully applied
in numerous studies of the dynamics of few-electron atomic
and molecular systems in intense laser fields (see, e.g.,
[38–40,56–58]). For details of the FE-DVR, please consult
these previous works. Here, we only give a very brief account
of the essence of this method.
In the FE-DVR method, the configuration space is divided
into many different finite elements within which the wave
function is further expanded using low-order Gauss-Lobatto
DVR basis functions. Two neighboring elements are connected
by introducing a “bridge” function to ensure continuity
[56]. According to previous work by others and our own
experiences, the FE-DVR method has at least three prominent
advantages: First, it provides a sparse matrix representation of
the kinetic energy operator and a simple diagonal representation of the potentials. Second, the length of each finite element
is independently adjustable. One can thus adopt relatively
dense mesh points to describe the potential near the atomic
core and relatively sparse mesh grids at larger distances. Both
the accuracy and efficiency can be simultaneously ensured.
Finally, we find that this method requires only very little data

communication between adjacent CPUs when one programs
the algorithm with the message-passing interface (MPI). Thus,
the FE-DVR method is very suitable for parallel computation.
For a good representation of Coulomb repulsion between
the two electrons, 1/|r1 − r2 |, we follow the treatment of
McCurdy and coworkers [59] by solving a Poisson equation.
We find this method is both efficient and accurate.
Temporal propagation of the wave function is carried out
using the Arnoldi propagator, whose accuracy and stability
have already been verified in our previous works [46,60,61].
This propagator has also been widely used by many other
groups (see, e.g., Refs. [38,39] and references therein).
C. Extraction of ionization cross section

After the end of the laser pulse, the ionization cross section
has to be calculated from the resultant wave function. However,
due to the well-known difficulty in representing the field-free
double continuum including electron correlation effects, it is a
nontrivial job to extract the exact triply differential and totalionization cross sections [62]. Usually, one must use some
approximate representation. We have adopted the following
procedure (which has been employed by several other groups
[16,27,38,39,43,55]): we further propagate the wave function
freely for a sufficiently long time after the end of the laser
pulse so that we approach the asymptotic region (in which the
large distance between the two ionized electrons makes their
Coulomb repulsion negligible). In this case, it is reasonable
to approximate the real double continuum by the uncorrelated
double continuum (i.e., the product of two Coulomb waves
with Z = 2). The detailed analyses and quantitative comparisons in Refs. [38,55] show that the two-electron wave packet
quickly enters the asymptotic region. Therefore, the projection
of our further-propagated two-electron wave function onto the
product of two Coulomb waves is able to give a reasonably
accurate result for the differential ionization cross section
[38]. Actually, based on exterior complex scaling (ECS) of
the electronic coordinates, Palacios et al. [44] formulated
a different method to extract the triply differential cross
section for double ionization of helium. Their method took
all electronic interactions fully into account, including the
Coulomb repulsion of the two electrons. Their results agree
very well with those of Feist et al. [38], with the same shapes
but slightly larger peak amplitudes (cf. Fig. 9 of Ref. [44]).
A one-electron Coulomb wave function satisfying the
incoming-wave boundary condition has the form [63]
1  l −i[σl (k)+δl (k)]
∗
φk(−) (r) = √
ie
Ylm ( r̂)Ylm
( k̂)REl (r), (7)
k lm
where σl (k) = arg (l + 1 + iη) is the Coulomb phase shift,
η = −(Z − N )/k, Z is the nuclear charge, N is the number of
electrons remaining in the ion, and δl (k) is the lth partial wave
phase shift (with respect to Coulomb waves) due to any nonCoulomb short-range part of the potential. For a hydrogenic
atom, δl = 0. The radial wave function Rkl has a momentum
normalization,

(8)
Rkl (r)Rk l (r)r 2 dr = 2π δ(k − k  ),
while REl =
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The density distribution, P (k1 ,k̂1 ,k2 ,k̂2 ), of the two ionized
electrons in momentum space is obtained by projecting
the final-state wave function onto the uncorrelated doublecontinuum state φk(−)
(r1 )φk(−)
(r2 ); that is,
1
2


2
P (k1 ,k̂1 ,k2 ,k̂2 ) =  φk(−)
(r1 )φk(−)
(r2 )(r1 ,r2 ,tf ) 
1
2
 

1

=
(−1)l1 +l2 ei(σl1 +σl2 )
2
2
4π 2 k k 
1 2

L,l1 ,l2

2

L

× YlL0
(
k̂
,
k̂
)M
(k
,k
)
1 2
l1 ,l2 1 2  ,
1 ,l2

(9)

where



MlL1 ,l2 (k1 ,k2 ) = dr1 dr2 r1 r2 Rk1 l1 (r1 )Rk2 l2 (r2 )RlL1 ,l2 (r1 ,r2 ,tf ).
(10)
The total N-photon double-ionization cross section is then
given by
 N


1
ω
3
σN =
d k1 d 3 k2 P (k1 ,k̂1 ,k2 ,k̂2 ), (11)
I0
Teff
where the effective interaction time Teff [25,27,39] for an N photon process is defined by



I (t) N
,
(12)
Teff = dt
I0
with I (t) being the laser intensity profile and I0 being the peak
intensity.
In the present work, we assume the laser pulse has a sin2
envelope. In this case, Teff equals 35T /128, where T is the
duration of the laser pulse. Therefore, the total generalized
cross section for TPDI takes the form
 2

 

ω
1
1
M L (k1 ,k2 )2 . (13)
σ =
dk1 dk2
l1 ,l2
2
4π
I0
Teff
L,l ,l
1 2

From this equation, the triply differential cross section (TDCS)
can be derived through differentiation with respect to E1 , k̂1 ,
and k̂2 :
d 3σ

d 3σ
1
=
k1 dk1 d k̂1 d k̂2
dE1 d k̂1 d k̂2
 2

1
ω
=
k22 dk2 k1 P (k1 ,k̂1 ,k2 ,k̂2 ). (14)
I0
Teff
The singly differential cross section (SDCS) can then be
calculated by integrating Eq. (14) over k̂1 and k̂2 ,
 2

 

ω
1
1
dσ
M L (k1 ,k2 )2 , (15)
=
dk2
l1 ,l2
2
dE1
4π k1 I0
Teff
L,l ,l
1 2

giving the energy spectrum of one ionized electron.
Finally, we define ε as the ratio of the kinetic energy of one
electron to the total excess energy:
ε=

Ei
E1 + E2

(i = 1 or 2).

(16)

Since the two ionized electrons are indistinguishable, their
joint angular distribution (JAD) for the energy sharing ε is
calculated as follows:




E2
1
2
2
δ ε−
P (k̂1 ,k̂2 ; ε) = k1 dk1 k2 dk2
2
E1 + E2


E1
P (k1 ,k̂1 ,k2 ,k̂2 ). (17)
+ δ ε−
E1 + E2
Owing to indistinguishability of the identical electrons, the
JAD satisfies the relation P (k̂1 ,k̂2 ; ε) = P (k̂1 ,k̂2 ; 1 − ε). We
shall use Eq. (17) to investigate the influence of the energy
sharing (as specified by the parameter ε) on the JAD of the
two ionized electrons.
Please note that P (k̂1 ,k̂2 ; ε) has five variables. In our
discussions and corresponding graphical representations of
P (k̂1 ,k̂2 ; ε), the azimuthal angles φ of the electron momenta
are taken to be zero (i.e., φ1 = φ2 = 0). Our graphs of the
JADs for fixed energy sharing ε thus present the following:
P (θ1 ,θ2 ; ε) = P (θ1 ,0,θ2 ,0; ε),

(18)

where θ1 and θ2 are relative to the laser polarization axis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we focus first on demonstrating the reliability of our numerical methods and computer codes by
presenting comparisons with prior results of others for various
related properties of the helium atom. These comparisons
concern the energies of the first few bound states, the total
cross section for single-photon double ionization, and the
differential cross section for two-photon nonsequential double
ionization. We then present our results for the TPDI process,
focusing on the joint angular distributions (JADs) of the two
ionized electrons for photon energies in both the nonsequential
and the sequential regime. Our goal is to identify the role
played by electron correlation effects on the JADs. Our results
indicate a quite general distribution pattern when electron
correlations in the intermediate state become important in the
ionization process.
A. Validation of computational code

As a first test of our code, we present in Table I some
results for the energy eigenvalues of the first few bound
states of He and compare them with the accurate tabulated
values in Refs. [64,65]. We note that our FE-DVR grids
are not optimized for a particular bound-state representation.
Rather, in each case we employ a computationally simple
evaluation of the entire Hamiltonian spectrum on a grid
that provides a reasonable representation of many eigenstates
simultaneously. Specifically, we have chosen the following
parameters: r1,max = r2,max = 60 a.u. with 64 finite elements
and 8 basis functions in each element, l1,max = l2,max = 7. The
ground state is calculated using imaginary time propagation,
in which case the TDSE turns into a diffusion equation. The
higher bound states are similarly computed with recursive
subtraction of lower states with the same symmetry from
the trial wave function. During the computation of these
eigenvalues, the total angular momentum number L is taken to
be 0, 1, and 2 for S, P , and D states, respectively. The resultant
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TABLE I. Comparison of the energies (in a.u.) of the first few bound states of He calculated in the present work with results of Ref. [64]
and the tabulation in Ref. [65], where nL denotes the nth bound state having total angular momentum L.

Present
Ref. [64]
Ref. [65]

1S

2S

3S

4S

2P

3D

−2.903 669 0
−2.903 724 4
−2.903 724 4

−2.145 970 6
−2.145 974 0
−2.145 974 0

−2.061 271 0
−2.061 272 0
−2.061 272 0

−2.033 585 7
−2.033 587 7
−2.033 586 7

−2.123 839 2
−2.123 843 1
−2.123 843 1

−2.055 555 2
−2.055 620 7
−2.055 620 7

eigenvalues are tabulated in Table I and agree with accurate
results of others to 5 to 6 digits.
When He is exposed to photons with energy larger than
the double-ionization threshold of 79 eV, it can be doubly
ionized by absorbing a single photon owing to electron
correlation effects. Before discussing TPDI, we consider
first one-photon double ionization of He, which has been
thoroughly investigated in the literature both theoretically
[66,67] and experimentally [68,69]. In order to check the
accuracy of our code for solving the two-electron TDSE,
we calculate the total cross section for single-photon double
ionization of He at the following five photon energies: 82,
92, 102, 110, and 125 eV. In Fig. 1, our numerical results
are compared with smoothed data from accurate experimental
measurements [69]. One sees that very good agreement is
achieved. Total cross sections for even larger photon energies
have also been calculated (not shown here) and the agreement
with accurate experimental data gets even better.
We present now some tests of the accuracy of our code
for the case of TPDI of He in the nonsequential regime. The
TDCS provides a much more sensitive test of our code than
does the total-ionization cross section, for which it is much
easier to get a converged result [38]. We have chosen a photon
energy of 42 eV for these tests since, for this energy, TPDI
has been intensively studied by various theoretical methods
[27,33,38–40]. Although most previous results for the TDCS
show qualitative agreement, the detailed shape and magnitude
of the TDCS is very sensitive to the particular approximations

Total cross section (10-21cm2)

10

8

6

4

2

0

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

Photon energy (eV)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Comparison of the total one-photon
double-ionization cross section of He, calculated using the present
approach for solving the two-electron TDSE (filled circles), with the
experimental measurements (dashed line) of Ref. [69].

used to solve the TDSE and to the particular laser parameters
chosen. Feist et al. [38] have carried out a very systematic
and rigorous investigation of the accuracy of their results. In
particular, they have checked carefully the convergence of
their results for all chosen parameters and for approximating
the final state by the product of two Coulomb waves. We note
that comparisons of their TDCS results for a photon energy
of 42 eV with those of Hu et al. [27] and of Ivanov and
Kheifets [33] are given in Fig. 10 of Ref. [38]. Moreover, Guan
et al. [39] report that their TDCS results and those of Ref. [38]
were found to be “very close.” Finally, the 42 eV photon energy
TDCS results of Horner et al. [40] are compared with those
of Feist et al. [38] in Fig. 5 of Ref. [40], showing excellent
agreement for the energy positions of the zeros of the TDCS
and moderate agreement for the magnitudes of the maxima.
For these various reasons, we have chosen to demonstrate the
accuracy of our TDCS results by comparing our results at
42 eV with those of Feist et al. [38].
In principle, in order to extract the TDCS in the way
described in Sec. II C, one should use a sufficiently long pulse
with a low peak intensity. For this reason, we have chosen a
16-cycle sin2 pulse with I = 1 × 1012 W/cm2 . After the end
of the laser pulse, the wave packets are propagated further
for another 40 a.u. so that the projection onto the product
of two Coulomb waves is valid. The box size is set to be
130 a.u. along each radial axis and 64 elements are used
with 8 basis functions in each of them. The angular momenta
numbers are set to be (Lmax ,l1,max ,l2,max ) = (2,7,7). The partial
waves and box size employed here are not as large as those
used in Ref. [38], but our results converge for these laser
parameters. In Fig. 2, our TDSC [cf. Eq. (14)] at E1 = 2.5 eV
is shown as a function of the emission angle of the second
electron θ2 for different ejection angles of the first electron
θ1 . The comparison in Fig. 2 of our results with those of
Ref. [38] shows excellent qualitative agreement and good
quantitative agreement, including for the most challenging
case of θ1 = 90◦ , which is the most unfavored emission
direction.
We attribute the discrepancies in the magnitudes of the peak
heights between our results and those of Ref. [38] (cf. Fig. 2)
to the different pulse lengths used in the two calculations.
Our results for a 16-cycle sin2 pulse are about 10%;–20%;
lower than those of Ref. [38], in which a 40-cycle (about
4 fs) pulse was used. In order to rule out the possibility
that these differences stem from numerical inaccuracies, we
have carefully checked the convergence of our results for
the spatial and temporal parameters we chose. In particular,
we compared the results calculated at different times after
the end of the laser pulse and find that the results are
essentially the same for free propagation times of 30 and
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Triply differential cross section (TDCS) for two-photon double ionization of He plotted as a function of the ejection
angle θ2 of the second electron (with respect to the laser polarization direction) for the photon energy ω = 42 eV and a first-electron kinetic
energy E1 = 2.5 eV. The ejection angle of the first electron is fixed respectively at (a) θ1 = 0◦ , (b) θ1 = 30◦ , (c) θ1 = 60◦ , (d) θ1 = 90◦ ,
(e) θ1 = 120◦ , and (f) θ1 = 150◦ . Short-dashed lines are for Feist et al. [38] for a 40-cycle pulse, solid lines are for the present results for a
16-cycle pulse, and long-dashed lines are for the present results for a 10-cycle pulse.

40 a.u. In addition, we increased the maximum value of L
from 2 to 3, and find that the differences are less than 1%.
Having thus eliminated numerical errors as the reason for
the discrepancies, our attention turned next to the differing
pulse lengths and spectral widths as the likely source of the
discrepancies.
The full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the spectral
distributions are estimated to be 1.5 eV and 3.75 eV, respectively, for 40- and 16-cycle pulses. The greater spectral width in
our case results in a significant portion of the spectral intensity
lying below the double-ionization threshold of 39.5 eV, which
will inevitably lower the ionization probability. To further
confirm that the discrepancies indeed come from the pulse
length, we have done another calculation using a 10-cycle laser
pulse, whose results are also shown in Fig. 2. As expected,
the values of the TDCS are even lower. (The FWHM of the
spectral distribution of the 10-cycle pulse is about 6 eV.) We
also note that our results for the 10-cycle-pulse case are very
close to those of Guan et al. (cf. Fig. 6 in [39]), although
their results are calculated at the much higher intensity of
I = 5 × 1014 W/cm2 . However, in the perturbative regime,
the pulse intensity should not matter. Unfortunately, treating
the case of a 40-cycle pulse is beyond the capability of
our computational resources. Nevertheless, we feel the tests
we have done have pinned the source of the quantitative
discrepancies to the pulse length (and associated spectral

width) and that the present results for a 16-cycle pulse are
highly accurate.
B. Joint angular distribution for TPDI of He

We turn our attention now to examining the effect of
electron correlations in TPDI of He by systematically investigating the joint angular distributions (JADs) of the two
ionized electrons at different photon energies and different
energy sharings. For the results presented in the rest of this
paper, the laser pulse is taken to have 16 optical cycles
and a peak intensity I0 = 1 × 1012 W/cm2 , unless otherwise
specified. Using longer laser pulses does not significantly
change the pattern of the JAD. Also, higher intensities up
to I0 = 1 × 1014 W/cm2 have also been investigated, but no
significant changes in the JAD pattern were found.
In Fig. 3, we show the JADs of the two ionized electrons for
a photon energy of 42 eV and four different energy sharings.
The JAD is seen to be symmetric with respect to the two
diagonal lines defined by θ2 = θ1 and θ2 = −θ1 + 360◦ (given
by the white line in the figure). The JAD pattern at this photon
energy is seen to be insensitive to the energy sharing: in
each frame, there are four main peaks at the edges of the
figures with four minor peaks along the line θ2 = −θ1 + 360◦ .
The two electrons are thus most likely to be ejected in
opposite directions (i.e., the so-called back-to-back emission),
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Joint angular distributions P (θ1 ,θ2 ; ε) for
TPDI at ω = 42 eV for four different electron-energy sharings:
(a) ε = 0.5, (b) ε = 0.3, (c) ε = 0.1, and (d) ε = 0.01.

as indicated by the major peaks. However, the minor peaks
indicate that the two electrons can also be emitted into the same
hemisphere with an angle between them, θ12 , of about 105◦
for ε = 0.5. The angle θ12 increases slightly to 107◦ and 109◦
respectively when ε is lowered to 0.1 and 0.01. The similarities
in these frames suggests that all the ionized electron pairs, no
matter what the energy sharing is, may result from the same
underlying correlation mechanism. We note, of course, that
electron correlation is necessary for TPDI for photon energies
in the range 39.5 eV  h̄ω  54.4 eV. Therefore, the question
arises whether this general pattern persists for other photon
energies in this range for different energy sharing ε. Also,
interesting is the question of how this JAD pattern changes
for photon energies above this “correlation” range, including
energies well above the double-ionization threshold.
Before presenting our results for the JADs at other photon
energies, we show in Fig. 4 the angle-integrated doubleionization probability as a function of the energy sharing ε for
various different photon energies ω. Note that the probability
for each photon energy is normalized by dividing by the
effective interaction time Teff given in Eq. (12). As can be
seen, for ω  54.4 eV, the probability monotonically decreases
when ε changes from 0 to 0.5. Also, the curves become
progressively less flat and more bowl shaped as the photon
energy increases from 42 eV. For ω > 54.4 eV, two peaks
appear, indicating the contribution of the sequential process to
double ionization for a sufficiently long pulse. (Note that, for
a sufficiently short pulse, the two peaks merge into one [28].)
To facilitate the presentation of our results below of the JADs
for double ionization at different photon energies, we have
selected four representative values of ε (i.e., 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, and
0.01). For a given photon energy, we find the JADs at other
ε values are similar to one or more of those for these four ε
values.

0.4

0.6

Energy sharing ε

0.8

FIG. 4. (Color online) Angle-integrated double-ionization probability, divided by Teff , as a function of the energy sharing ε [cf.
Eq. (16)] for seven different photon energies ω (indicated in the
graph). Vertical dashed lines are drawn through ε = 0.5, 0.3, 0.1,
and 0.01 to guide the eye. The joint angular distributions at these
values of ε are shown for various photon energies in subsequent
figures.

Finally, a word about our terminology. In what follows, if
the JAD has a strong “back-to-back” ionization component, we
say that correlations are mainly important in the “intermediate
state,” (i.e., during the ionization process while the laser field
is on). If the dominant feature of the JAD is that the two
ionized electrons are ejected in the same hemisphere or along
the same axis, we say that correlations are mainly important in
the “final state.” We shall show also that electron correlations
in the “initial state,” before the arrival of the laser pulse, have
a significant influence on the JAD.
1. The equal-energy-sharing case

Most previous studies of angular distributions in TPDI have
focused on the angular distribution of one electron with respect
to a fixed emission angle of the other electron, especially
for the equal-energy-sharing case (i.e., ε = 0.5). In this case,
the two electrons are highly correlated and experience the
same effective potential during the process of ionization
(i.e., electron correlations in the intermediate state play an
important role). Therefore, one may expect that the JADs for
different photon energies will be similar. To check whether
this expectation is true, we carried out calculations at different
photon energies, from the deep nonsequential regime to well
above the double-ionization threshold. In Fig. 5, we present
the JADs for the case of equal energy sharing at six different
photon energies: (a) 45, (b) 51, (c) 54, (d) 58, (e) 70, and
(f) 85 eV. One sees that the general pattern of the JAD in each
frame is very similar to that in Fig. 3(a) for ω = 42 eV; that is,
there are four main peaks at the edges and four minor peaks
along the line of θ2 = −θ1 + 360◦ . However, it is important to
stress the gradual changes in each frame as the photon energy
increases. The first change with increasing photon energy is
that the distance between the centers of the first two minor
peaks (counted from the left to the right) becomes larger. The
second change is that the relative heights of the four minor
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Joint angular distributions P (θ1 ,θ2 ; ε) for TPDI at equal energy sharing, ε = 0.5, for six different photon energies:
(a) ω = 45 eV, (b) ω = 51 eV, (c) ω = 54 eV, (d) ω = 58 eV, (e) ω = 70 eV, and (f) ω = 85 eV.

peaks with respect to the four main peaks also become larger.
These changes imply that, although electron correlation in the
intermediate state is very important at equal energy sharing
for any photon energy, the degree of its importance decreases
for larger photon energy. In particular, when the two electrons
are ejected in the same hemisphere, the angle between them
becomes increasingly smaller as the photon energy becomes
larger. For example, our calculations show that the angles θ12
between the two electrons emitted in the same hemisphere are
about 96◦ , 84◦ , and 74◦ , respectively, for photon energies of
ω = 48, 54, and 70 eV.
Note that the equal-energy-sharing case (ε = 0.5) for
above-threshold ionization [cf. Fig. 5(e) for ω = 70 eV and
Fig. 5(f) for ω = 85 eV] corresponds to the “anomalous
component” discussed in Ref. [28]. It is known that the
two peaks in the energy spectrum (resulting from sequential
absorption of two photons by the two electrons) get broadened
and merge into a single peak as the pulse duration becomes
shorter [28,42,47]. Intuitively, one may interpret these results
as implying that sequential ionization is gradually replaced by
nonsequential double ionization in the case of sufficiently short
pulses [20]. Based on their energy distribution results, this
interpretation was rejected by Ref. [28]. In their investigation
of the anomalous component, Palacios et al. [42] pointed
out that their analysis, based on the SDCS, is not able to
provide a definitive conclusion regarding the role of electron
correlations. Our JAD results in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), which
provide triply differential results, reveal that the two electrons
with equal energy sharing undergo a highly correlated doubleionization process. The JAD pattern completely deviates
from that of the dipole distribution (cos2 θ1 cos2 θ2 ), which
is expected in an independent-electron treatment of sequential
ionization but is in fact quite similar to that of nonsequential
double ionization. So we conclude that electron correlations in
the intermediate state govern the double-ionization dynamics

at ε = 0.5 even for photon energies greater than the doubleionization threshold.
2. The unequal-energy-sharing case: extreme to moderate

Different from the equal-energy-sharing case, for ε = 0.01,
one of the two electrons takes most of the excess energy. In this
extreme energy-sharing case, the JADs show different patterns
as the photon energy increases. In Fig. 6, we show the JADs
for ε = 0.01 for six different photon energies: (a) 45, (b) 48,
(c) 51, (d) 54, (e) 70, and (f) 85 eV. One notices that, when
ω = 45 and 48 eV, the JAD pattern looks very similar to the
one for ω = 42 eV given in Fig. 3(d). However, compared
with the results presented in Fig. 5 for ε = 0.5, the pattern
changes drastically as ω is increased. First, the second and third
minor peaks along the θ2 = −θ1 + 360◦ line (counting from
left to right) gradually shift toward and merge with each other,
eventually becoming a single peak when ω = 70 eV. Second,
the heights of the minor peaks along the line of θ2 = −θ1 +
360◦ rise quickly and become the actual main peaks when ω =
70 eV. As discussed above, for ε = 0.5, electron correlations in
the intermediate state always dominate at all photon energies.
However, for the present extreme energy-sharing case, electron
correlations in the final state take the main role as the photon
energy increases. The dominant emission pattern of the two
electrons changes gradually from the “back-to-back” to the
“side-by-side” configuration: the two electrons gradually tend
to be ejected in the same hemisphere and even in the same
direction along the laser polarization axis.
One may expect that, for the intermediate energy-sharings
ε = 0.3 and 0.1, one can observe the changes in the JAD patterns as the photon energy is increased from the nonsequential
double-ionization regime to well above the double-ionization
threshold. This is indeed the case, as shown in Fig. 7. In this
figure, the first row is for ε = 0.3 and the second row is for
ε = 0.1, while the photon energy is taken to be 48, 58, and
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Joint angular distributions P (θ1 ,θ2 ; ε) for TPDI for extreme energy sharing, ε = 0.01, for six different photon
energies: (a) ω = 45 eV, (b) ω = 48 eV, (c) ω = 51 eV, (d) ω = 54 eV, (e) ω = 70 eV, and (f) ω = 85 eV.

70 eV for the left, middle, and right columns, respectively.
From these graphs, one can clearly see the trends of the
changes in the JAD discussed above. These variations in
the JAD clearly demonstrate the different role played by
intermediate- and final-state electron correlations. The four
minor peaks along θ2 = −θ1 + 360◦ gradually merge into
two peaks [cf. Figs. 7(c) and 7(e)], showing a characteristic
dipole emission pattern. This is because ε = 0.1 (ω = 58 eV)
and ε = 0.3 (ω = 70 eV) almost correspond to the peak
positions of the SDCSs in Fig. 4, corresponding to the

two electrons being sequentially ejected. In this case, the
degree of electron correlations is rather low, especially for
the longer-pulse-duration case. In Fig. 7(f), the “side-by-side”
emission pattern appears again, indicating the dominance of
final-state correlations (i.e., the energy exchange between the
two ionized electrons). We conclude that, as the photon energy
increases above the second-ionization threshold, the final-state
electron correlations gradually become more important than
electron correlations in the intermediate state, and the smaller
the energy sharing ε, the faster this will occur.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Joint angular distributions P (θ1 ,θ2 ; ε) for TPDI for the two energy sharings ε = 0.3 [(a)–(c)] and ε = 0.1 [(d)–(f)]
and for the three photon energies ω = 48 eV [(a),(d)], ω = 58 eV [(b), (e)], and ω = 70 eV [(c), (f)].
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of a photon energy well above the double-ionization threshold
and equal energy sharing, as shown in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) for
ω = 85 eV. These results show that electron correlation in the
initial state may also play an important role in TPDI.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 8. (Color online) JAD for ω = 42 [(a), (b)] and ω = 85 eV
[(c), (d)]. In (a) and (c), only the ss, pp, and ds final-state angular
momentum components are included, while all angular momentum
components (up to the limits of our calculation) are included in (b)
and (d).
3. Initial-state correlation effects on JAD

For both the nonsequential and sequential ionization
regimes for ε = 0.5, we can further identify the importance
of electron correlations in the initial state. Owing to electron
correlations, the ground state of He can be expanded in
configurations of the form of |1s 2  = a (0) |s|s + a (1) |p|p +
a (2) |d|d + · · · , with |a (0) |  10|a (1) |. For double ionization
from the dominant |s|s component, the resulting ionized
electrons are restricted by electric dipole selection rules for
a two-photon process to the following partial waves: |s|s,
|p|p, or |s|d (|d|s). In Fig. 8(a), we present the JAD
corresponding to the inclusion of only the |s|s, |p|p,
or |s|d (|d|s) partial wave components at ε = 0.5 for
ω = 42 eV. The two electrons tend to be ejected back to back,
but no minor peaks are found along the diagonal line defined
by θ2 = −θ1 + 360◦ . However, if all partial wave components
(up to the limit of our calculation) are included [cf. Fig. 8(b)],
the JAD pattern changes. First, the four minor peaks along
θ2 = −θ1 + 360◦ emerge. Second, the peaks corresponding to
back-to-back emission get much stronger compared to those in
Fig. 8(a). The contributions of these higher l1 ,l2 partial waves
come from the components |p|p, |d|d, etc., included in the
correlated initial state. Similar observations apply for the case
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